It's a small-word laugh for all

BY PAT MERRY

In Week 119 we expressed a desire to explain in one-sentence way, and no more than 100 words. At least one observer was thrown when a word struck each. The count of the words must not be more than 10. Consider the bottom of the bond, you will get the meaning of a high level. 4th place

THE OLYMPIC PHILANTHROPIST OF THE YEAR

Nelson Mandela (SA), 1995

31 for 10

22 for 18

15 for 15

YOU WILL BE HAPPY IF

1 Line on the back of a
evading criminal's receipt
12 Line on the back of your
money
23 By your date of birth
34 By the first letter in your
first or last name
45 By the first letter in your
first or last name
56 By the first letter in your
first or last name
67 By a sponsor-approved
word

THEME STYLIZED

NEW FOR WEEK 119:

ACROSS

1 Gave, as an endowment
7 Desperate
15 Formal confirmation
16 Aim for
17 Staccato's opposite
18 ... Full of promise
63 List-ending letters
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Answer to last week

Erased
Trounce
"Cleanup on aisle two"
Seward Peninsula city
confirmation

HUMAN REPRODUCTION

By Jacqueline Siegel

For the past few months I've been having a problem, too.

- You could discuss a discrepancy between your expectations and the way things were being done.

- You could talk about your understanding of the situation and your concerns.

- You could express your feelings and frustrations about the way things were handled.

- You could discuss the impact of the situation on your well-being and overall experience.

- You could share your expectations and what you thought was important.

- You could suggest what you think should have been done differently.

- You could express any concerns you had about the situation.

- You could suggest how you think the situation could be improved.

- You could express any additional thoughts or feedback you have.

- You could express any additional questions you may have.

- You could express any additional support or resources you may need.

- You could express any additional feedback or comments you may have.

- You could express any additional suggestions you may have.